EXPLORE UNEXPECTED
COMBINATIONS
PREMIUM COATED NUTS

For us, the
ingredients
are key
We are passionate about producing unique snacks,
and we believe that our premium nuts are not just
about snacking, but about the whole experience!

We offer
unique flavours
“Our flavours cannot be found anywhere else, and
we believe our coated nuts are the new top snack
- healthy, with the perfect portion size, and nothing
short of an extraordinary experience!”
We cater to a range of businesses that serve a
demanding set of clients, all of whom expect
their snacks to be an elevated, complimentary
experience, accompanying their cocktail, glass of
wine or juice.

The food we eat
is an emotional
experience
It plays a big part in generating the memories and
feelings that we treasure. Flavours and scents are
key when it comes to our choices and preferences
about the snacks we bring to the table, generating
a unique tasting experience.

Real
ingredients
We use real ingredients - not aromas, not flavour-infused
oils or salts, not powders.
We source our products from the Mediterranean region
–real Italian truffles, real French cheese, real seeds,
herbs and spices.
Making authentic flavour profiles is very important to us,
and therefore we are also extremely selective when it
comes to our suppliers.

Visible
toppings
We don’t just offer an authentic taste, but also a rustic
look – toppings are clearly visible and recognisable by
the naked eye.

Special
formula
Due to our unique, proprietary formula and production
process, the toppings don’t fall off the nuts. They stick!
The production process requires handcrafted steps, and
a well-trained, coordinated team.
We always roast them fresh after receiving the order,
thus ensuring the best possible quality for on-time
delivery.

Hrib is a
‘Friends & Family’ Business
Managed by two families for two generations,
Hrib is a trendsetter when it comes to coated
and roasted nuts, catering to the giants of the EU
market for 30 years - and all this from Europe’s
best kept secret for keen foodies, Slovenia.
The name Hrib translates to “a hill”, although
amusingly enough, the company is situated in a
verdant valley. The Kozjansko region’s landscape
is breathtakingly beautiful, and if you hike up the
nearest hill you will be amazed to see the ruins of
ancient Celtic settlements.

Quality is our
Top Priority
At Hrib, we are passionate about producing
unique snacks and offering the full spectrum of
Mediterranean flavour profiles, new niche recipes,
and top-notch ingredients.
It’s not by coincidence that we meet the highest
food standard requirements in the world, such
as IFS Food, achieving higher-level scores during
unannounced audits.

Sustainability
as a Core Value
We are driven towards full sustainability. We use
solar energy in our premises, which is generated
from our own solar power plant, and we recycle
all our waste. Moreover, more than 95% of our
packaging is fully recyclable. Additionally, we at
Hrib place a very big emphasis on product research
and development, continuing to search for new
technologies. We conduct tests with compostable
and biodegradable packaging, and we are quick to
apply global sustainability trends. For instance, we
were the first in Europe to sell snacks in innovative,
plastic-free, paper packaging.

Socially Responsible
Company
Through our mission, we are building a socially
responsible business. Our social and environmental
responsibility is reflected in the way we treat our
customers, our employees, our community, and
our planet. We take great pride in nurturing people
we work with, enabling them to grow and develop
both personally and professionally.
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